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has revealed to him, what the Word meant" So he put on old clothes and went

down the street and saw a laborer working on a field somewhere and went up

to him and pointed to a passage in the Greek Bible and said,ItI"Will you
Took

please tell me what this really means here?" These difficult problems of

just anybody he happened to see like that. Well Karl8bad got out of that

frame of mind soon after Luther returned. He did not keep that attitude

the rest of his life but at that time he fell into it and there were many

people who were ready then - as there are some today - (u.)

to just grab something out of the Bible and build allikinds of inferences

from it. And there were groups all over the continent, little groups of

people who began doing this sort of thing. And it's pretty hard to group

these little groups of people together under any one title but they have

come to be grouped together under the title "An-Baptists" and the reason

that that title has been used for them is because although they differed

widely in their views -a].]. kinds of different ones held - yet they seemed

to have agreed as against Calvin and Luther and the other leaders of the

Reformation in this one thing - that they insisted that when people come to

accept our views, then they must be baptized again and so they were called

An-Baptists}; that is, Baptizers over - re-baptizers. And so these

people are lumped together under the heading of Anabaptists. Now I have

here a history of the church written by Albert Henry Newman published by

the American Baptist Publication Society and I think this is probably the

leading Baptist manual of Church History. And it's interesting to see

how Newman in his section ont1IflC"The Protestant Revolution" as he calls

it, takes up the Lutheran Reformation, and the (.7)

Reformation and then he takes up what he calls the "Anti-pedo Baptist (?)

Reformation" and then he has the Calvinist Reformation and he discusses the

Reformation in England. And Newman tries to group these people and he

has difficulties with classification. He says, "A scientific classification
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